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Abbas Media Law
zoom-in is written by the Abbas Media Law team.
We are a niche law firm advising on all aspects of
UK law and regulation affecting the television, film,
advertising and publishing industries.
Founded by Nigel Abbas, we work closely with
broadcasters, independent production companies of
all sizes, and other content producers.
Abbas Media Law is experienced in advising
both before publication or broadcast, working with
creatives to minimise their legal and regulatory risk, as
NIGEL ABBAS
well as following publication or broadcast, defending
content when it – and its producers – come under attack.
With particular expertise in television and film, we have advised on thousands of hours of television over the past two decades, across all genres.
zoom-in editor Nigel Abbas is also the primary author of Channel 4’s
Producers Handbook.

Subscribe to zoom-in at abbasmedialaw.com for essential media
law and compliance news, analysis and updates.
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WINNERS & LOSERS

KIM KARDASHIAN WEST HAS WON
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGES FROM
A ‘FAST FASHION’ CLOTHING
COMPANY: SEE P4
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WINNERS & LOSERS

Our quarterly round-up of high-profile legal winners and losers
(US) Missguided to pay
$2.7m damages to Kim
Kardashian West

Perry’s 2013 hit was the subject
In a statement, Missguided said:
of a copyright infringement claim by
‘We note the view of the California
Marcus Gray, who records as Flame.
Court. The legal process has not yet
He sued Perry and five other
reached a conclusion.’
producers and songIn
February,
n ‘Fast fashion’ brand Missguided has
The
writers behind the
Kardashian
West
been ordered by a court in California to
repeated
track, including
spoke out against
pay $2.7m damages to Kim Kardashian
Dr Luke, Max
fast
fashion
West, following a complaint by her
damages awards
Martin
and
companies
on
against the company’s US arm.
to Stark illustrate the
Juicy J.
Twitter, saying:
The reality TV star claimed the
Dark Horse
‘It’s devastating
company was responsible for unaudanger of reproducing
has been one
to see these
thorised use of her ‘trademarked
defamatory allegations of
Perry’s
fashion companame and likeness to promote its
most
successful
nies rip off designs
website and products’.
found on the
records. It was a
that have taken the
The company showed a model
internet
US No 1, was nomiblood, sweat and tears
wearing a gold dress on Instagram
nated for a Grammy,
of true designers who
similar to one Kardashian West had
and was the secondhave put their all into their
shown herself wearing, and a caption
biggest-selling single across the
own original ideas.’
tagging Kardashian West that said:
world in 2014.
The case appears to have been based
‘The devil works hard but Missguided
Gray’s lawyers claimed the beat and
in part on allegations that the company
works harder.’
instrumental line featured through
was responsible for false endorsement,
In the allegations against Missnearly half of Dark Horse are substanie incorrectly associating Kardashian
guided USA, court documents said the
tially similar to those of Joyful Noise.
West with the brand, which is a type
company ‘has not only knocked off the
He also objected to being associated
of claim that can be pursued in
clothing of other designers, but
with the video for Perry’s song.
English law as passing off,
it has unabashedly misap‘Image
‘The devoutly religious message
as well as for straightpropriated the rights
of
Joyful Noise has been irreparably
forward
trademark
of celebrities like
rights’ do
tarnished by its association with the
infringement.
Kardashian in selling
not exist in the
witchcraft, paganism, black magic, and
However,
these knock-offs on
UK but can be a
Illuminati imagery evoked by the same
California
law
its websites’.
music in Dark Horse,’ his lawsuit said.
also provides for
It was said that
powerful weapon
Perry’s attorneys argued that the
‘image
rights’,
the company ‘repeatin the armoury of
sections in question represent the
which can be used
edly used Kardashikind of simple musical elements that,
by individuals to
an’s name and image
celebrities in the
if found to be subject to copyright,
protect their name
without authorization
US
would hurt music and all songwriters.
and likeness in other
to generate interest in their
‘They’re trying to own basic
circumstances.
brand and website, and to elicit
building blocks of music, the alphabet
Rights of that kind do not exist in
sales of their products’.
of music that should be available to
the UK but can be a powerful weapon
Missguided did not defend the
everyone,’ Perry’s lawyer Christine
in the armoury of celebrities seeking to
claim. Kardashian West was awarded
Lepera told the jury during closing
protect their image in the US.
default judgment.
arguments.
In addition to awarding damages
In response to claims by the songand costs of $60,000 to Kardashian
(US)
Katy
Perry
liable
for
writing team behind Dark Horse that
West, the court ruled that the company
they were unaware of Gray’s work,
was prohibited from using the reality
copyright infringement
his lawyer successfully argued that
star’s ‘name, images, likeness, persona,
Joyful Noise was a widely known song,
and trademarks… in connection
n A Los Angeles jury has found that
pointing to its millions of plays on
with the sale, marketing or distribution
Katy Perry’s song Dark Horse plagiaYouTube and Spotify.
of its products’.
rised a track by Christian rapper Flame.
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KATY PERRY HAS LOST A
CASE WHERE IT WAS ALLEGED
SHE INFRINGED ANOTHER
SINGER-SONGWRITER’S
COPYRIGHT: SEE OPPOSITE
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WINNERS & LOSERS

Damages win for Koo
Stark over MTV story
n Prince Andrew’s ex-girlfriend,
Koo Stark, has won substantial
damages from Viacom International,
owner of MTV’s entertainment
news website, after it published an
article that wrongly referred to her
as ‘porn star’.
The American actor and photographer dated Prince Andrew for two
years in the early 1980s.
The relationship came to an end in
the wake of controversy over the fact
that Stark had appeared in the erotic
avant-garde film Emily in 1976.
Stark was reported last year to
have instructed lawyers in respect of
her portrayal in forthcoming episodes
of Netflix series The Crown, which
is soon to cover the period during
which she was in a relationship with
the Prince.
A story published by MTV listing
‘dramatic moments’ from the history
of the Royal Family featured a section
under the headline: ‘When Prince
Andrew dated a porn star’.
Alongside a photo of the Prince,
it said: ‘This is why the Royal Family
should have their own reality show.
6 | zoom-in Autumn 2019

description’ of her work.
Defunct lads’ magazine Zoo paid
Stark substantial damages in 2007 over
a similar allegation.
The repeated damages awards to
Stark illustrate the danger of reproducing defamatory allegations found
on the internet or in other media
without independently verifying them
and considering the legal risks.
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‘They’re trying to shove Mr Gray
into some gospel music alleyway that
no one ever visits,’ he said.
Perry gave evidence, and offered to
perform Dark Horse in person during
technical difficulties at the hearing.
In the end, the jury found for
Gray ordering Katy Perry, her label
and her song-writing pals to pay $2.7
million in damages to the rapper.
This was less than the amount
sought but Gray’s lawyer said after
the damages ruling had been made:
“We are quite pleased. I think this is
a fair and just result”.
Perry and her team now plan to
fight both the infringement ruling
and the resulting damages bill, with
the star’s lawyer calling the jury decisions “a travesty of justice”.

Janice Dickinson settles
claim against Bill Cosby

STARK: DEFAMED

During a trip to the Caribbean,
Andrew was seen with Koo Stark, an
American lady who was no stranger
to the porn scene. We can imagine
Lizzy was not impressed.’
In a statement in open court,
Stark’s lawyer said the article was
defamatory because readers would
understand it to mean Stark ‘is a
porn actress who has made her living
participating in films which are made
by pornographers for distribution in
the pornography market’.
He went on to say: ‘Ms Stark,
who was at one time widely expected
to marry HRH Prince Andrew, has
never participated in any pornographic film, posed for pornographic
photographs, or participated in any
enterprise which could properly be
described as pornographic.’
Viacom International has agreed
not to repeat the claim.
Stark’s lawyer said out of court
that the false allegation had ‘gained
new currency’ because of The Crown,
adding: ‘Hopefully after the reading of
this statement it will not be repeated.’
The Daily Star published an apology
to Stark last year over an article that
had wrongly claimed she had ‘starred
in a pornographic film’. The newspaper
said this was ‘not a true and accurate

n Actor Janice Dickinson has settled
a defamation claim against Bill
Cosby’s insurance company American
International Group Inc, ending the
defamation action she brought after
his representatives had branded her
a liar. Dickinson had given a television interview in 2014 in which she
accused Cosby of raping her in 1982.
Prosecutors were unable to pursue
criminal charges due to statute of
limitations laws. Cosby’s lawyers
at the time sent letters to media
outlets warning them not to publish
her claim and that she was seeking
to bolster a ‘fading career’. A subsequent news release from Cosby’s team
accused Dickinson of lying. In 2015
she sued for defamation, claiming the
letters and news release were intended
to destroy her reputation.
Dickinson is one of dozens of
women who have accused Cosby of
serious sexual assault and rape. Last
year he was convicted of three counts of
aggravated indecent assault for drugging and sexually assaulting a former
friend, Andrea Constand, for which he
is serving a three- to ten-year prison
sentence in Pennsylvania.
Dickinson’s lawyer said the case was
settled for an ‘epic’ amount of money,
but the exact figure is being kept confidential. At a press conference, Dickinson said: ‘Truthfully, a settlement
is a victory and certainly a measure of
justice and helps me sleep better, but
in reality nothing can ever erase the
experience and memories of an assault.’

Featureflash Photo Agency / Shutterstock.com
THE ACTOR JANICE DICKINSON HAS
SETTLED HER LIBEL CLAIM AGAINST
DISGRACED COMEDIAN BILL COSBY:
SEE OPPOSITE
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REGULATION – OFCOM, ASA & IPSO

Ofcom regulates the content of all television and radio in the UK.
IPSO is the main regulator for the press and magazine industry.
The Advertising Standards Authority regulates advertising. All
the regulators adjudicate on complaints with reference to codes
of practice, with which those they regulate have to comply. The
Ofcom Broadcasting Code is the main code relating to broadcast
content, while IPSO judges complaints against the Editors’ Code.
The ASA’s main codes are the BCAP Code for broadcast advertising,
and the CAP Code for non-broadcast advertising. Compliance with
these codes is important. Regulators can impose penalties and
sanctions for non-compliance. Regarding privacy matters, the
regulatory codes also have wider legal significance because of
provisions within the Human Rights Act 1998 and data protection
legislation. The result is that the Codes have a bearing not simply
in a regulatory context, but also on how the courts should act
when making any order affecting freedom of expression and the
publication of journalistic, literary or artistic material.

OFCOM: Channel 5 in
breach over extreme
content

Demand, also carried a warning about
its content.
It included a sex worker urinating
onto a client, ‘electrical play’, and
the insertion of a metal ball into an
anus (although the insertion point
n Ofcom has found Channel 5 in
was not shown).
breach of Broadcasting Code rules on
The third episode, Orgasms for
offence and explicit content over the
Sale, also carried a warning
broadcast of three episodes
about its content. It
of The Sex Business in
Where
included several scenes
December 2018.
of male sex workers
The
first
sexually
penetrating female
episode, Pain for
explicit material is
clients with their
Pleasure, carried
fingers.
a warning that
to be shown, context
Ofcom considit was ‘not
and the protection
ered that the sexual
for the faintmaterial in the
hearted’ and that
of under-18s is key,
episodes raised issues
viewers should
even after the
under Rule 2.3 of
be prepared for
watershed
the Broadcasting Code,
‘extremely graphic
which requires that broadscenes of actual kinky
casters ‘must ensure that material
sexual activity, including
which may cause offence is justified by
dangerous consensual sexual violence,
the context’, as well as under Rule 1.19,
ball-nailing [and] fisting’.
which requires that they ‘must ensure
It included a dominatrix stapling
that material broadcast after the watera client’s genitals and describing it as
shed… which contains images and/or
a ‘chastity device’, and another client
language of a strong or explicit sexual
being anally fisted and penetrated
nature, but is not “adult sex material”…
with a strap-on.
is justified by the context’.
The second episode, Trans on
8 | zoom-in Autumn 2019

In relation to Rule 2.3, Ofcom
considered that the sexual content
featured was particularly extreme,
graphic and explicit, and that only
some of the images were shot at a
distance or from behind so as to limit
their graphic and explicit nature.
Ofcom took into account the
warnings given at the start of and
during the programme, but decided
that the potentially offensive content
in these programmes exceeded
generally accepted standards, in
breach of Rule 2.3.
In relation to Rule 1.19, Ofcom
noted that this does not provide
broadcasters with unlimited licence.
Although this was a serious observational documentary and the inclusion of sexual content supported the
editorial purpose, the strong sexual
content was explicit. Insufficient
masking and the use of close-up shots
‘resulted in sexual material that was
extreme, graphic, prolonged at times
and prominent’.
In light of the available audience
data, Channel 5 ‘had not ensured
appropriate protection was provided to
under-eighteens and had not reduced
the likelihood of children viewing
content that was unsuitable for them’.
Scheduling the series at 10pm ‘did
not limit the likelihood of children
viewing strong sexual content’. Ofcom
thus concluded that the series was also
in breach of Rule 1.19.
The decision recognises that
where sexually explicit material
and other material raising harm
and offence issues is to be shown on
television, context and the protection
of under-18s is key, even after the
9pm watershed.

OFCOM: New rules
proposed to protect TV
participants
n Ofcom is proposing new rules
to ‘help protect the wellbeing of
people’ taking part in TV and radio

WENN Rights Ltd / Alamy Stock Photo
KYLE: TAKEN OFF AIR

In May, The Jeremy Kyle Show was
programmes, including news and
taken off the air by ITV,
current affairs shows, docufollowing the death of
mentaries and phoneOfcom is
guest Steve Dymond
ins. These proposals
now considering
a
week
after
follow the deaths
filming an episode
of a number of
rule changes that
during
which
contributors
to
would in effect extend he had failed
reality television,
raising questions
the level of protection a lie-detector
test designed to
about how potenthat exists for
expose whether
tially vulnerable
he
had
been
contributors should
under-18s to all
unfaithful to a
be assessed and what
ages
partner. ITV’s Love
ongoing duty of care is
Island has also faced quesowed to them.

tions about how well-equipped its
contributors are to deal with instant
fame and media scrutiny after two
contestants
committed
suicide
following their appearances on the
popular dating reality show.
There are already rules placing
responsibilities on broadcasters to
consider the welfare of participants in
programmes, and separate safeguards
in place for people under 18. Ofcom
is now considering rule changes that
would in effect extend the level of
protection that exists for under-18s to
all ages. Ofcom stated that there had
been ‘growing openness and concern in
society about mental health and wellbeing’, and that it had seen ‘a steady
rise in complaints expressing concern
about the welfare and wellbeing of
people who take part in programmes’.
The two new rules proposed are:
1) Due care must be taken over the
welfare, wellbeing and dignity of
participants in programmes; and 2)
Participants must not be caused unjustified distress or anxiety by taking part
in programmes or by the broadcast of
those programmes.
Ofcom has said it will also provide
guidance on what broadcasters should
do to look after participants before,
during and after production and how
to best use editorial techniques such
as lie detectors. Ofcom distinguished
between the duty of care a broadcaster
would have when making a news or
current affairs programme and that
applicable to entertainment or reality
programmes, but reiterated that it is
always the responsibility of the broadcaster to assess what is appropriate.
Ofcom is inviting feedback
on the new rules and guidance until
23 September.

OFCOM: ITV report on Noel
Edmonds rant was not
unfair to journalist
n Ofcom has rejected a complaint
that ITV was unfair to a Sun
zoom-in Autumn 2019 | 9
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REGULATION – OFCOM, ASA & IPSO
he was treated unjustly or unfairly
journalist in one of its news
because the programme included the
reports, and that his position was
‘personal attack’ on him, which was
not adequately reflected in the
potentially damaging to his repuprogramme.
tation. He said he had not known
The complaint followed an ITV
in advance of publication that
evening news report in January
Edmonds’ house had been on the
about a video posted online by Noel
market for a long time.
Edmonds. In the video, Edmonds
ITV contacted The Sun
criticised a piece written
for a response before the
about him in The Sun
bulletin was run, but
and the journalist
Edmonds
took the decision to
who wrote it. The
directly attacked only include one of
Sun article had
two responses they
claimed Edmonds
the journalist,
were given, omitwas selling his
calling
him
a
‘low
ting a specific line
home because he
about
Hamilton.
was upset at being
life’
ITV said that while in
the first contestant
hindsight it regretted
ousted from I’m a Celebthat the comment about
rity… Get Me out of Here!
Hamilton was not included in the
Edmonds’ video said the story
report, it did not consider that its
was seriously misleading because
omission constituted unfairness to
his house had been on the market
him. ITV said that Edmonds’ video
for two years, and that he had
footage was self-evidently an emotive
told the paper this before it
expression of his own opinion, and
published. Edmonds ended his video
his hurt feelings about what he saw
by directly attacking the journalist,
as a false article. It said that the
Michael Hamilton, calling him a
programme in no way endorsed the
‘low life’. ITV reported this critiallegations Edmonds made against
cism in their bulletin.
The Sun or its journalist.
The journalist complained that
When considering complaints of
unjust or unfair treatment, Ofcom
considers Rule 7 of the Code. Ofcom
considered that the comments were
clearly attributed to Edmonds, and
that viewers would have understood
that the comments represented his
own personal views and opinions
on a story that he said was false.
Ofcom took into account that the
ITV report stated: ‘The Sun said it
was unable to comment. Although,
it has not heard from Noel Edmonds
directly and would love to.’
Concluding that the programme
didn’t cause unfairness to Hamilton,
Ofcom said The Sun’s statement was
enough for viewers to understand
both parties’ position, including
that The Sun had said it was not
contacted by Edmonds before
ITV’S NOEL EDMONDS REPORT NOT UNFAIR
publication. Ofcom also found it
10 | zoom-in Autumn 2019

was reasonable for the broadcaster
to have approached the newspaper,
rather than approaching the journalist directly.

BBC apologises after
Stacey Dooley calls
Muslim prayer gesture
‘ISIS salute’
n The BBC has apologised after
presenter Stacey Dooley, who won
Strictly Come Dancing 2018,
labelled a common gesture an “IS
salute” when she met Islamic State
brides at al-Hawl Camp in Kurdishcontrolled northern Syria for a Panorama episode: Stacey Meets the IS
Brides.
The offensive comment was
broadcast in a trailer that was shown
on the BBC news at 10. Following a
flood of complaints on social media,
the clip was removed from the BBC
news website and edited out of the
full programme before it was broadcast in full the following night.
A BBC spokesperson said: “We
wrongly described a gesture made
by women filmed in a Kurdish
controlled detention camp in
Northern Syria as an ‘IS salute’.
“While IS have attempted to
adopt this for their own propaganda
purposes, for accuracy we should
have been clear that many people
of Muslim faith use this gesture to
signify the oneness of Allah. We
apologise for this error and have
removed this description from the
footage.”

Ofcom fines Russian news
service £200,000 for “a
serious breach”
n Ofcom has fined RT, formerly
Russia Today £200,000 as a result
of multiple breaches of the Ofcom
Code relating to impartiality.

love islanders
cheat sheet to declaring ads
on social media
You don’t have to graft to get to grips with the
key advertising rules in life after the villa.
We don’t want to get all Factor 50 on you, so we’ve
written an ABC cheat sheet to help celebs and
influencers stay loyal to their followers.

BBC APOLOGISES FOR DOOLEY’S COMMENT

The breaches occurred in seven shows, including
two hosted by George Galloway, three current affairs
shows and two news bulletins. The breaches were
mostly in relation to major matters of political controversy including reports on the poisoning of Sergei and
Yulia Skripal in Salisbury. One report found to be in
breach saw George Galloway interview a researcher
who presented the Salisbury poisoning as a plot to
“punish Russia”.
RT has denied the breaches and has launched legal
judicial review proceeding against Ofcom’s ruling.

ASA: Love Island tweeters given
‘cheat sheet’
n The UK advertising watchdog has created a ‘cheat sheet’
that will help former contestants on reality shows such as
Love Island to navigate social media advertising rules. These
new celebrities can earn thousands of pounds per sponsored tweet or Instagram post. The Advertising Standards
Authority’s at-a-glance checklist, reproduced here with
kind permission of the ASA, is designed to stop them from
falling foul of a regulatory investigation: as per the guidelines set by the ASA’s regulatory arm, the Committee for
Advertising Practice, brands and influencers have a responsibility to ensure consumers are made aware that content is
sponsored before they engage with it.

AUTHENTICITY

BRANDS

We know authenticity is key to engaging
with your followers. Part of that is letting
them know when you’re advertising
them something.

When a brand pays you to promote their
products or services (either with money
or with gifted stuff) you’re advertising,
and your post needs to make that clear.

CONTROL
If you’re paid for a post or you’re posting
about a gift you received you must make
clear it’s an ad. If you don’t the ASA will
take action where a brand has controlled
your message.

DISCOUNT
CODES
These count too. If you’re
being rewarded for sales
from a discount code or
affiliate link in a post you
need to say this is an ad.
If only some of the links
or content relate to the
promoted product you need
to make clear which parts
of the post are an ad.

ENFORCEMENT
We and the CMA are active in ensuring
transparency. If it’s covered
by the ASA, other rules apply to things
like alcohol, gambling, slimming products
or any items offering health benefits.
For example, you’re not allowed to
advertise slimming products to
under-18s. Make sure you’re working
with a brand who knows the rules.

FOLLOWERS
Don’t just assume your
followers know when you’re
advertising something.
They’re not mind-readers.
Spell it out clearly.

GIFTS
Gifted products and
freebies count as
payment-in-kind.
If your post features
a freebie you’ve
been given to
promote to your
followers, you need
to label your post
as an ad.

HASHTAG
If you’re using a hashtag
make sure it’s clearly
visible upfront, don’t hide
it away. Doing that will ensure
that you’re being true to yourself
and your followers.

For more information about
declaring ads on social media
please visit asa.org.uk/influencers

Don’t take the chance
of getting the ASA aggy.
If in any doubt, add #ad/
advert/advertisement.
It is what it is.
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DEFAMATION

The law of defamation protects the reputation of individuals and
companies. Statements are defamatory if they adversely affect a
person’s or company’s reputation in the eyes of reasonable people. A
person or company can sue over defamatory statements in England and
Wales if they cause or are likely to cause serious harm to the person or,
in the case of companies, cause or are likely to cause serious financial
loss. Journalists – indeed, all those publishing content – need to be
aware of the law, and confident that what they are publishing is either
not defamatory or, if it is, that they can avail themselves of one of the
defences to defamation.

Supreme Court gives
landmark judgment on
serious harm

ruling on the law has now effectively
moved the goalposts back to where they
were positioned by Mr Justice Warby,
by approving his approach to assessing
harm, and thus the need for claimants,
where it is disputed, to prove this by
means of evidence.
In cases where serious allegations are
published by the mass media, it is likely
that there will be a very strong inference
of harm available, but the ruling introduces the prospect of there now being
frequent preliminary trials at which the
court is asked to rule on this issue.
The decision will be widely seen as
a positive one for the media, since it
emphasises that the law has decisively
changed in favour of freedom of expression following the introduction of the
new legislation.

new test as meaning that in each case
it was necessary to prove as a matter of
fact, on the balance of probabilities, that
serious harm had been caused or was
likely to be caused by the publication
complained of.
n The Supreme Court has given its
On the basis of the scale of the
long-awaited judgment in Lachaux
#FreeBritney blogger sued
publications, the fact that
v Independent Print Ltd, a
they had or were likely to
case that has explored the
by Britney’s father
come
to
the
attention
nature of the ‘serious
Claimants
of people who knew
harm’ test found in
n Britney Spears’ father and consermust
the claimant in this
the Defamation Act
vator Jamie Spears is suing a blogger
country,
and
the
2013. It decided
over claims the conservatorship is
demonstrate as a
seriousness of the
that
claimants
controlling Britney against her will and
fact
that
the
harm
statements themmust demonstrate
acting against her best interests. The
selves,
he
found
as a fact that the
defendant, Anthony Elia, who runs the
caused to them by
that Lachaux’s repuharm caused to
Absolute Britney blog and social media
publication was
tation had suffered
them by publication
accounts, is said to be a key figure in the
serious
harm.
was serious.
#FreeBritney movement.
serious
The newspaper defendMr Lachaux and
The allegations centred on Britney
ants appealed to the Court of
his ex-wife Afsana had been
Spears’ Instagram account, which has
Appeal, which agreed with the outcome,
engaged in a custody battle in the UAE,
over 22 million followers. Elia alleged
but did not accept the judge’s
where he lived; he had originally sued
that the conservatorship was
analysis of the ‘serious harm’
over allegations published in the UK
manipulating her account to
test, and focused more on
media which were said to have been
make it seem as though
The
inference, saying that
made against him by her, including of
Britney were in worse
defendant
the primary question
domestic abuse.
health than she in
was whether the alleSection 1(1) of the Defamation Act
fact is. He claimed
is said to be a
gation was seriously
2013 introduced a new test to this area
positive comments
key figure in the
defamatory.
of the law, providing that a statement
had been removed,
Independent
is not defamatory unless its publication
commenting: ‘This
#FreeBritney
Print
Ltd
then
has caused or is likely to cause serious
has to be human
movement
appealed to the Supreme
harm to the reputation of the claimant.
rights violation!!!! [sic]’
Court, which agreed with
There was a trial of a preliminary
The conservatorship has
both Mr Justice Warby and
issue as to whether or not Lachaux had
denied deleting comments.
the Court of Appeal as to the outcome
suffered serious harm to his reputation
The lawsuit states: ‘It is time for
on the facts of the case.
for the purpose of the Act.
the conspiracy theories about Britney
However, the Supreme Court’s
Mr Justice Warby interpreted the
Spears’ well-being and the mob
12 | zoom-in Autumn 2019
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THE FATHER OF SINGER BRITNEY
SPEARS IS SUING A FAN BLOG FOR
DEFAMATION: SEE OPPOSITE
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#FreeBritney movement to stop.’ The
conservatorship is seeking damages and
an injunction.
A conservatorship is a type of guardianship that can be imposed in the USA
when an individual is unable to look
after their own affairs. It was put in
place 11 years ago, after Spears’ public
struggle with her mental health when
she was photographed having shaved
her head. It remains in place to this day.
It is reported that Jamie Spears
has received death threats in recent
weeks. In April, Britney Spears took
to Instagram to address some of
the rumours, saying: ‘My situation
is unique, but I promise I’m doing
what’s best at this moment.’
Elia commented: ‘I am forever
blessed and I have faith that good always
wins. I have no further comments,
except that I love Britney and the
Britney army.’
This is not the first lawsuit brought
by Britney’s conservatorship. In June
it obtained a restraining order against
Britney’s former manager, Sam Lufti.
The five-year order prohibits Lufti from
contacting Britney or her family, or
making disparaging comments online.

Mitch Gunn / Shutterstock.com

DEFAMATION

STOKES: CLEARED

The article reported the outcome
of a criminal trial at the Old Bailey in
which the claimant, along with another
man, was charged with driving offences
in relation to an accident that had
Court rules on meaning in
resulted in the death of a young woman
and serious injury to a child.
police libel claim
It went on to say that, while both
men had faced a charge of causing
n An article published by the Metrodeath by dangerous driving, as well as
politan Police on their website about
one of causing serious injury by
the outcome of a criminal trial
dangerous driving, it was
did not mean that the
the other man who
claimant had been
The
had been convicted
found guilty by a
court found
of those offences,
jury of unlawthat an allegation
while the claimant
fully killing a
had
been
woman, a court
that a professional
acquitted of both
has ruled.
is negligent in one
those charges and
A defamainstead convicted
tion claim was
instance can cause
of careless driving.
brought
by
harm to a person’s
The main issue
William
Spicer
resolved
by the
over
an
article
reputation
court was whether the
published by the Met
headline encapsulated the
on 26 January 2017, which
meaning of the article, when it was
was headlined: ‘Two guilty of
read as a whole.
killing a woman while racing their cars’.
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The answer was that it did not.
The court considered the effect of
the principles that apply to reading
defamatory headlines in their context,
derived from the well-known case of
Charleston v News Group Newspapers
Ltd in which an article, referring to
two characters in the TV series Neighbours, was headlined: ‘Strewth! What’s
Harold up to with our Madge?’, and
featured what appeared to be photographs of one having sex with the
other. Later in the article it was made
clear that ‘Harold and Madge’s faces
had been added to porn actors’ bodies’
in a scene from a game.
This decision is a striking example
of how those principles work in practice,
with the court holding that although
there was an inconsistency between the
headline and the text, there was, when
the article was read as a whole, no reason
for the reader to conclude that the
claimant was convicted of causing death
or serious injury carelessly, or at all.
Headlines or other peripheral parts
of publications, such as trailers, are often

created by those who were not responsible for the main content. This decision
shows that a headline that goes further
than the text, or is not consistent with
it, is not necessarily fatal in relation
to defamatory meaning, which always
needs to be determined by assessing the
publication as a whole.

Times article on Ben
Stokes prosecutor was
defamatory

Vicki L. Miller / Shutterstock.com

n A court has found that a Times article,
‘Senior Prosecutor under fire after
Stokes is cleared of affray’, was defamatory of prosecutor Alison Morgan QC.
The article related to the prosecution of
England cricketer Ben Stokes for affray
following an incident outside a Bristol
nightclub in 2017. It alleged that
Morgan was responsible for the decision
to charge Stokes with affray rather than
assault – which could have resulted in
a much longer sentence – and not to
charge another England cricketer, Alex
Hayes, at all in relation to the incident.
The court found that the article was
defamatory of Morgan because it bore
the meaning that she had been reason-

JACKSON: ACCUSED

ably suspected of being professionally
While Morgan had been involved in the
negligent when deciding who should
case at an early stage, she was the first
be prosecuted and the preferred charges
Junior Treasury Counsel at the relevant
in the case.
time. The Times had published a correcThe Times had argued that the
tion to this effect the day after the article
article was not defamatory, as it only
was published. Stokes was acquitted of
related to one particular incident
affray in 2018 after the jury deliberated
and did not allege negligence or
for two and a half hours. He was part of
incompetence generally. The court
the England cricket squad that recently
rejected this argument, finding that
won the 2019 Cricket World Cup.
an allegation that a professional
is negligent in one instance can
(France) Michael Jackson
cause harm to a person’s reputation
and therefore be defamatory. The
fans sue singer’s accusers
judge said: ‘I do not accept that the
hypothetical reasonable reader would
n Three French Michael Jackson fan
understand the article to have a more
clubs are suing the two men who
limited meaning, eg that
accused Jackson of sexually
the claimant may have
abusing them in the
made an excusable
documentary Leaving
Always
mistake or error of
Neverland. The fan
obtain local
judgment.’
The
clubs – The Michael
court further found
Jackson Commulegal advice in any
that the article had
nity, the MJ Street
country
in
which
you
a tendency to cause
and On the Line
serious harm to
–
are suing James
propose to show a
Morgan’s reputation.
Safechuck and Wade
programme
In fact the Crown
Robson for defamation
Prosecution Service, not
in Orléans, France. This
Morgan, made the charging
is possible because, unlike in
decisions in relation to Stokes and Hayes.
the UK and the USA, the protection
of defamation laws in France extends
after a person’s death. The ‘King of
Pop’ died in 2009, aged 50.
HBO’s Leaving Neverland was shown
in France on the M6 channel. In the
documentary, Safechuck and Robson
allege that Jackson abused them as boys
in the 1990s.
The fan clubs’ lawyer described the
allegations as resembling ‘a genuine
lynching’. The fan clubs are seeking
symbolic damages of €1 each. Judgment
is expected in October. The proceedings
have been welcomed by Jackson’s estate,
who deny the allegations made in the
documentary.
While a lawsuit seeking to defend
a dead person’s reputation would not
be possible here, this case is noteworthy as it reminds producers to
always obtain local legal advice in any
country in which you propose to show a
programme, as laws do differ.
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BUSINESS AFFAIRS & RIGHTS

The zoom-in Television Pr

In every issue of zoom-in we examine the commercial, legal and regulatory
hoops programme-makers have to jump through to get their programmes
safely to air. Our production legal schedule above sets out the five key
stages of production which producers need to consider and the advice and
expertise they are likely to need at each stage. In each issue, we focus on
one or two particular aspects of production legal requirements.

Partnership and rights
agreements
n If an individual brings an original
concept for a television programme to a
production company, and the production company is interested in developing and producing programmes
based upon it, a deal needs to be done:
to secure rights and exclusivity for the
production company, and to secure
a position for the individual should
programmes based on the concept be
commissioned and funded.
Concepts or proposals may be as
simple as a brief written document, or
as developed as a full-format binder,
16 | zoom-in Autumn 2019

containing a detailed running order,
shooting script and draft budget.
There may even be a filmed pilot.
In any event, where an idea has been
developed and recorded in some
tangible form, eg set out in a treatment with some degree of detail,
it is likely to be protected by copyright. Consequently, if the production
company wishes to develop, pitch
and ultimately produce programmes
based on that concept, it must agree
terms with the individual to acquire
the rights.
The acquisition of rights by the
production company will generally
take the form of a two-part deal: the

first part will secure the rights for the
company to develop and pitch the
concept during a fixed period of time;
the second will secure the rights for
the company to produce programmes
based on the concept should it secure
a commission and financing. The
securing of rights in the project by the
production company during development can be by way of an exclusive
option, where rights remain with the
concept’s owner but the production
company has exclusivity for a fixed
time period, during which the owner
cannot take the concept elsewhere; or
it may take the form of an assignment
of all rights, or an exclusive licence
of rights in the concept. An assignment brings the greatest security for
a production company and may be
necessary in order for it to pass rights
on to a broadcaster or financier who
wishes to fund further development of
the concept prior to a commission.
The securing of rights at commission stage will generally require a full

roduction Legal Schedule

assignment of rights in the concept
from the owner to the production
company, to enable the company
to produce and fully exploit the
resulting programme. However, the
rights acquired by the company will
depend on the deal that is agreed
with the concept’s owner in the event

of commission/production. Where
the concept owner has their own
company, with ambitions to grow
that company into a full production
entity, the individual may be looking
for a co-production deal.
A co-production deal may constitute a full 50-50 partnership, where

ABBAS MEDIA LAW are experts in business affairs
and rights issues. Nigel Abbas and Jenny Spearing
advise clients, both companies and individuals, on
all aspects of business and commercial affairs, and
chain of title and rights issues, in connection with the
television, film, advertising and publishing industries.
We can advise you on structuring a deal, draft and
negotiate all types of agreements, and answer all
your day to day queries. We regularly advise clients
on agreements concerning commissioning and
production, financing, distribution, co-production
and all manner of underlying rights.

Nigel Abbas

both companies are parties to commissioning, finance and distribution
agreements for any programmes based
on the concept, so both parties are
equally sharing the burden (financial
risk, liabilities, warranties, indemnities) and the benefits (intellectual
continued on page 31

Jenny Spearing

We provide a first-class professional service offering clear practical advice and solutions.
Please get in touch for more information.
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COPYRIGHT & IP RIGHTS

s_bukley / Shutterstock.com

Copyright permeates all aspects of television production, providing
copyright owners with certain exclusive rights to do specific acts in
connection with the copyright works that they own. Copyright protects
people’s and companies’ creative endeavours so they can benefit and
profit from their work. A television company making a programme
for broadcast will own copyright in the film it is producing. Copyright
enables the owners to earn money by licensing rights in the programme
to others who wish to exploit it. At the same time, producers need to
ensure that rights in copyright works included within programmes –
so-called ‘underlying rights’, in music, archive, photographs etc – are
properly licensed from whoever owns them, unless they can rely on
one of the statutory defences to copyright infringement, such as fair
dealing. Infringing others’ copyright is likely to result in you being sued
for damages and may mean that your programme can’t be shown. An
understanding of copyright is therefore essential for those working in
television production.

MANILOW: MASTERMIND
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(US) Barry Manilow wins
copyright battle over
film rights
n The management company of singersongwriter Barry Manilow has been
granted summary judgment on a copyright claim over the rights in two live
concert films, brought by a film company
that worked on them.
The films were Barry Manilow: Music
and Passion Live and Barry Manilow: Songs
from the Seventies.
The first was a film of performances during the Copacabana crooner’s 2004 Las Vegas concert residency;
the second was a film of a specially
created show performed in front of a
small audience in 2007.
After
Manilow’s
management
company Hastings, Clayton & Tucker
(HCT) acquired and registered the copyright in the films, the claimant, STV,
brought a claim to enforce its rights as
co-author of the works.
The company said it was responsible
for the logistics, financing, behind-thescenes footage and assistance in editing
of the two works, and that it had been
involved in pitching the projects and
negotiating the agreement with a
broadcaster, hiring the production crew
and director and securing the location
of the shoot.
In giving judgment for HCT, the
judge found that ‘the undisputed
evidence shows that Manilow was the
mastermind of the work’.
He went on to say that there
was ‘no cited evidence that STV had
artistic control’ and that in spite of its
‘valuable’ contributions to the films,
such contributions were ‘not sufficient to
create authorship’.
Following the outcome, HCT’s
lawyers said: ‘This lawsuit lacked
merit and we are glad the court saw it
for what it was.’
Concert films and other film or TV
productions can raise complex rights
issues, and this case shows that it is
better to resolve them by agreement at
the outset rather than through the courts.

Featureflash Photo Agency / Shutterstock.com

She also found the film to be
protected as a “matter of public interest,”
ruling that “appropriation of a celebrity’s
likeness may be important to uninhibited debate on public issues, particularly
debate about culture and values.”
Brown’s objection that he never
signed a “video release form” authorising
the use of his likeness in the motion
picture, the judge responded that no
such agreement was needed.
The judge also found that Brown’s
appearance in a film was not misleading.
The producers “specifically identify the
persons responsible for the film, and
Bobby Brown is not among them,”
writes the judge, adding that none of the
reviews of the film in evidence stated a
mistaken belief that Brown endorsed it.
The claim over the allegedly unauthorised footage was ruled not to be a
federal matter, meaning Brown could
potentially pursue that claim in a
state court.

(US) COPYRIGHT – Appeal
Court will hear Led
Zeppelin case

LAWSUIT OVER WHITNEY DOCUMENTARY DISMISSED

Bobby Brown’s Lawsuit
Over Whitney Houston
Documentary Dismissed
n A lawsuit brought by Bobby Brown
and his daughter’s estate against Showtime and the BBC over a Whitney
Houston documentary titled Whitney:
Can I Be Me? has been dismissed by a
judge in a New York federal court. In
the complaint the Browns objected to
footage being used without their consent
and were demanding $2 million (£1.6
million) in compensation, and a ban on
the film’s distribution.
Deciding that the New York
court didn’t have jurisdiction over the
complaint brought against the BBC,
the judge explained that “Whitney: Can

n An American appeal court will
rehear an appeal in a claim which
accused rock band Led Zeppelin of
copying part of an earlier instruI Be Me, by virtue of being an expresmental track for the introductory
sive work, is protected under the First
bars of their 1971 hit Stairway to
Amendment,”.
Heaven, reversing its decision from
She continued “Here, Defendants
late last year that there should be a
and the film’s directors, producers, and
retrial before a jury.
associated creative staff drew
At a five-day trial held in
upon the raw materials
2016, a jury decided that
of Whitney Houston’s
Led Zeppelin’s Jimmy
life story and created
Page and Robert
Courts…have
a film depicting
Plant did not
consistently
that story. Courts
copy the distincheld that films and
applying Calitive riff in their
fornia law have
record from the
television programs
consistently
song Taurus by
based
on
true
events
held that films
the band Spirit.
are constitutionally
and
television
The appeal court
programs based on
ruled that the trial
protected
true events are constijudge
misdirected
tutionally
protected
the jury on copyright
expressive works.”
law issues which were crucial
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COPYRIGHT & IP RIGHTS
wider music industry, its outcome
seems likely to herald key developments in this area.

Dana Nalbandian / Shutterstock.com

Gigi Hadid defeats
Instagram photograph
lawsuit

LED ZEPPELIN REQUEST FOR RE-HEARING

to the case, leading to the ruling that
there should be a retrial.
The appeal court also found that
it was wrong that jurors could only
listen to experts’ renditions of the
sheet music for Taurus as filed with
the US Copyright Office, rather than
the recorded version of the song as
performed by Spirit, and ruled that
jurors should have been allowed to
hear the recording to help establish
that Page had “access” to Taurus,
meaning he would have been familiar
with it.
Claims against high profile musicians over alleged copying from earlier
works continue to proliferate in the

n The internationally famous supermodel Gigi Hadid has had a US copyright claim, brought against her for
posting a paparazzi photo of herself on
Instagram, dismissed on a technicality.
Xclusive-Lee, the copyright owner of
the photo she posted, sued Hadid in
January for copyright infringement on
the basis that she had posted a photo
of herself without first obtaining a
licence. Hadid has over 43 million
followers on Instagram.
wake of a jury’s finding in
A US district judge has
favour of Marvin Gaye’s
now dismissed the claim
estate in a claim
because Xclusive-Lee
Xclusive-Lee
against
Pharell
failed to register
Williams
and
the
copyright
failed to register
Robin
Thicke
work before filing
the copyright
over similarities
the lawsuit, a
between their hit
requirement
work before filing
Blurred Lines and
under US law.
the
lawsuit,
a
Gaye’s Got to Give
The
judge
It Up. And more
also
refused
requirement under
recently the Katy
Xclusive-Lee
US law
Perry decision reported
permission to refile the
in this issue of zoom-in.
complaint on the basis that
With both sides claiming
it would make a meaningless
that the decision on the appeal could
formality out of the US copyright
have significant ramifications for the
registration requirement.

Fair dealing advice
n Over the last decade, fair dealing rules have been used
with increasing frequency by programme-makers, both in
news programmes when reporting on current events, and
when reviewing or critiquing copyright works that it’s
difficult or impossible to license. In addition, in 2014,
fair dealing rules were extended: there is now a specific
defence when fair dealing with quotations as well as a
defence of ‘fair dealing for the purposes of caricature,
parody or pastiche’. Abbas Media Law’s Nigel Abbas is
one of the country’s most experienced lawyers advising in
this area. He has advised on many hundreds of hours of
programming featuring fair dealing over many years.
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Nigel is the primary author of Channel 4’s Producers
Handbook and one of the primary authors of Channel 4’s
fair dealing guidelines. Nigel updated the guidelines for
Channel 4 in 2015 to incorporate advice and practical
guidance on fair dealing with quotations and for caricature, parody and pastiche. See Channel 4’s guidelines at
www.channel4.com/producers-handbook/c4-guidelines/
fair-dealing-guidelines. Nigel advises many of the leading
content producers working in this area.
If you need any advice on fair dealing, please contact
Abbas Media Law at info@abbasmedialaw.com or visit
our website, abbasmedialaw.com.

Ovidiu Hrubaru / Shutterstock.com
THE SUPERMODEL GIGI HADID HAS
FOUGHT OFF A LEGAL CLAIM BASED
ON ONE OF HER INSTAGRAM POSTS:
SEE OPPOSITE
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20 QUESTIONS

Making
a Mark

Mark Downie commissioned Come Dine with Me, Deal
or No Deal and Coach Trip. In 2018, he became creative
director of the largest independent TV production
company in Scotland, IWC Media. We ask how he got his
break and what he has in common with Princess Di
What gets you out of bed in the
morning?
Three separate alarms. I’m a very deep
sleeper.

Favourite drink?
Thistly Cross, a Scottish cider made
just outside Edinburgh that’s won a
string of awards. I’ve never taken to
beer or lager.
How many hours a week do you
work?
Between 50 and 55, but I feel good
about that. I genuinely love my job,
and the hours spent working are borne
out of passion.

Who gave you your career
break?
I wrote to Stuart Cosgrove when I
was 18. He gave me work experience
at his Glasgow production company.
Favourite restaurant?
I spent my first week writing a
I’m a real foodie, so this changes
proposal for an episode of the Channel
constantly. This week I’d say Ox
4 arts series, Without Walls: we
and Finch in Finnieston, Glasgow.
submitted it on the Friday,
It brings together seasonal
it was commissioned
Scottish
ingredients
on the Monday
in interesting and
and I spent that
experimental
‘Quite what drew
summer making
ways.
me to a programme
the series. I am
grateful to this
largely composed of
Favourite
day. It’s really
shop?
muscular young men
important to
The Paul Smith
wrestling
in
leather
be constantly
sale shop. It’s
looking
for
a
well-kept
loincloths is for others ways to give
secret,
hidden
to judge’
people opportuniaway on Avery Row
ties. There’s talent
in Mayfair. It offers
everywhere.
amazingly good value.
What keeps you awake at
night?
A good book.
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Guilty TV pleasure?
Bromans. I was probably its most
loyal viewer. Quite what drew me to
a programme largely composed of
muscular young men wrestling in
leather loincloths is for others to judge.
Most-used expression?
‘I think we should go for it.’
If you could change one thing
about yourself, what would it
be?
I am one of the great blushers. It’s
between me and Princes Diana for
the crown on this one. People can
instantly tell what I’m thinking in
meetings when I involuntarily turn
bright scarlet. If there were a button
I could press in my central nervous
system to turn it off, I would love it.

What do you love most about
your job?
Its eclecticism. At a time when
indies are narrowing and specialising,
IWC has a remarkable range. We do
history, science, arts, drama, popular
factual and factual entertainment. It
makes for incredibly creative, lively
working days.
Which programme are you
most proud of?
Stephen Fry: Out There for BBC2. I
wanted to make a series that raised
awareness of the appalling treatment
of LGBT+ people abroad, but which
also sought to understand some of the
root causes of homophobia. I think it’s
the best factual performance Stephen
has ever given. It did its job in terms
of encouraging people to think about
something that is out of sight but
shouldn’t be out of mind.
Biggest TV-related legal pickle
you’ve got yourself into, and
how did you get yourself out?
I was the commissioning editor
responsible for Richard & Judy’s
afternoon chat show on Channel 4

when Richard Madeley went off-piste
during an item on energy drinks. He
basically libelled a brand, live on air,
stating as fact that it could kill you.
Fortunately I was sat beside one of
C4’s finest, calmest lawyers, so we got
Richard to swiftly apologise, correct
and clarify moments later.
Most diva-ish moment you’ve
witnessed working in TV?
When I worked in entertainment at
the BBC, I heard a story that I really
hope is true… one of the Britishbased record company people looking
after Mariah Carey on Top of the Pops
had asked what her favourite thing to
eat was. It was smoked chicken from
a specific deli in Brooklyn. He had it
flown over on Concorde.
What are you reading at the
moment?
You Will Be Safe Here by Damian Barr.
Favourite TV shows?
I think The Secret History of Our Streets
is the best social history series ever
made. I also enjoy The Crown, Fleabag,
Gentleman Jack and Two Doors Down.

Last time you cried?
I walked past the hospice on the banks
of the Clyde where my dad died a
couple of years ago, and just seeing
it brought it all back. I’m fine with
sharing this story because he had the
most unbelievably peaceful death.
Describe yourself in five words.
Passionate, loyal, mischievous, excessively polite.
Any pet peeves?
Bad Scottish accents in films. Or, any
film with Renée Zellweger. I don’t
know why, I just can’t bear her.
Who would you least like to get
stuck in a lift with?
Dennis Nilsen.
What are you working on now?
We’ve got eight series in production.
It’s hard to pick a favourite child
but I’m especially excited about The
Novel: The Story of Us, which we are
making for BBC2. It explores how
the novel has given voices to women,
the working class and the subjects
of Empire, and by so doing, how it’s
shaped the world.
Paul Hunwick
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MEDIA HAUNTS: EDINBURGH

EDINBURGH

zoom-out

The Edinburgh Festival Fringe is the single biggest celebration of arts and culture on the planet and the TV Festival one
of the UK’s most prestigious media events. But the City has
even more to offer. Paul Hunwick lifts the lid on where to eat,
drink, nurse a hangover and get the stains out of your clothes.

FOOD/DRINK
Cold Town House
Three floors of fun, including a rooftop
bar with great views, and a microbrewery. Tasty beer and good pizza for
a laid-back crowd.
4 Grassmarket, EH1 2JU
0131 357 2865
coldtownhouse.co.uk

Little White Pig
This place combines the comfortable, unpretentious environment of
a traditional Scottish pub with local,
seasonal food. The small menu focuses
on quality.
26b Dublin Street, EH3 6NN
0131 556 3036
littlewhitepig.co.uk

The Blackbird
A popular neighbourhood haunt with
a vegetarian-friendly menu, good
drinks and a gem of a beer garden.
Hip but not trying too hard.
37 Leven Street, EH3 9LH
0131 228 2280
theblackbirdedinburgh.co.uk

The Dome
Feeling grand? Originally built as
the headquarters of the Commercial
Bank of Scotland in 1847, The Dome
boasts Corinthian columns, marble
bars, palms and Instagrammable
chandeliers. Private dining available.
14 George Street, EH2 2PF
0131 624 8624
thedomeedinburgh.com

Café St Honoré
An Edinburgh institution that never
loses its charm. Think Parisian bistro
but with locally sourced Scottish ingredients. Everything is cooked sublimely
following the principles of Slow Food.
Dinner for grown-ups.
34 North West Thistle Street Lane, EH2
1EA
0131 226 2211
cafesthonore.com

Joseph Pearce’s
A fusion of Scandinavia and Scotland.
Calm white walls, cream-coloured
wrought iron features. Try the interesting Swedish ciders and aquavit
cocktails.
23 Elm Row, EH7 4AA
0131 556 4140
bodabar.com
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CAFÉ ROYAL: BUZZY

Cafe Royal Circle Bar
Traditional oyster bar and restaurant
serving fine food and a great selection
of continental lagers and local ales.
Tile-adorned Victorian decor with a
buzzy atmosphere.
19 West Register Street, EH2 2AA
0131 556 1884
belhavenpubs.co.uk

Viva Mexico
Opened by the Gonzalez family
in 1984 to bring ‘the true taste of
Mexico’ to Edinburgh. Spread over
two floors, the restaurant is equally
suited for romantic dinners, quick
business lunches or parties. Try the
chilli chocolate flan.
41 Cockburn Street, EH1 1BS
0131 226 5145
viva-mexico.co.uk

Loudons
Meat-eater, vegan, dairy- or glutenfree, there’s a brilliant breakfast,
brunch or lunch here for everyone.
A bright, airy space with a no-noisymusic policy, it’s the perfect spot for
a business meeting or just to meet
friends. You sometimes have to wait
for a table, but it’s worth it.
2 Sibbald Walk, EH8 8FT
0131 556 7734
94b Fountainbridge, EH3 9QA
0131 228 9774
loudons.co.uk

The Bon Vivant
With its flea-market lamps, dark walls,
tabletop candles and deep leather

Lipstick, Lashes & Locks
A salon that specialises in retro and
vintage looks, for something a bit
different.
63 Causewayside, EH9 1QF
0131 281 1942
lipsticklashesandlocks.co.uk

STAY
Tigerlily Hotel
Superbly located and never boring, this
4-star resting place is Edinburgh’s most
talked-about boutique hotel. Its eclectic
design is kooky enough to be fun but
restrained enough to be chic. The bar
has an interesting cocktail menu and
guests get free entry to the Lulu nightclub downstairs. Comfortable decadence. Rooms from £200 per night.
125 George Street, EH2 4JN
0131 225 5005
tigerlilyedinburgh.co.uk

LOUDONS: BRILLIANT BRUNCH

armchairs, this is a place where overindulgence is perfectly justifiable.
You’re in Scotland, so whisky cocktails
are a must.
55 Thistle Street, EH2 1DY
0131 225 3275
bonvivantedinburgh.co.uk

Bramble Bar & Lounge
Well-located speakeasy that, if you
don’t know it’s there, you’ll probably
never chance upon. Look for the small
brass plaque bearing the name. Inside,
expect relaxed music, soft lighting,
comfortable chairs and great cocktails.
16a Queen Street, EH2 1JE
0131 226 6343
bramblebar.co.uk

The Church of High Kicks
Release your inner diva at this riotous
mixed/gay club session hosted by the
fabulous Jon Pleased Wimmin every
Sunday (6pm-11pm). A heady mix of
house, pop, disco, new wave and trash,
plus performances from The Fabulous
Kickettes, a weekly talent show and a
‘retro’ buffet.
CC Blooms, 23 Greenside Place, EH1
3AA
0131 556 9331
ccblooms.co.uk

Drinkly
A wide variety of alcohol delivered in
one hour. Please drink responsibly.
drinkly.co.uk

Urban Angel
Looking for a smoothie to shake off a
hangover or the perfect breakfast to

BON VIVANT: INDULGENT

power you through the day? Maybe
just a damn fine coffee? This cool,
underground café-restaurant serving
seasonal, organic and ethical produce
will sort you out.
121 Hanover Street, EH2 1DJ
0131 225 6215
urban-angel.co.uk

LIFESTYLE
PureGym
The UK-wide gym group has five sites
across Edinburgh. Not overly serviced
with staff, but the equipment is generally well maintained and you can buy
a Day Pass on site or online from just
£8.99. Some sites are open 24 hours
a day.
puregym.com

Toni & Guy
One of the best-rated hair salons in the
city.
52 Frederick Street, EH2 1LN
0131 220 5425
toniandguy.com

HELP!
Little Royals Childcare
A carefully vetted, professional childcare service for your own little VIPs.
They’ll come to your hotel and work
with children of all ages, from babies to
teenagers.
01586 553863
littleroyalschildcare.co.uk

Johnsons The Cleaners
5 Drumsheugh Place, EH3 7PT
0131 225 8077
johnsoncleaners.com

LeMe
Eco cleaning specialists.
165 Morrison Street, EH3 8AG
0131 516 2952 leme.co.uk

Frederick Street Dental Care
57 Frederick St, EH2 1LH
0131 629 1158
frederickstreetdental.co.uk

Medicspot
Private GPs offering same-day and
video consultations.
11 Elm Row, EH7 4AA
medicspot.co.uk
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PRIVACY & DATA PROTECTION
Since the Human Rights Act 1998 came into force, English law has
developed a legal right to privacy. The courts can and will intervene to
protect privacy rights where they are infringed without justification.
This is commonly referred to as ‘misuse of private information’.
Personal information is also protected by data protection laws, so
journalists and programme-makers need to be aware of, and comply
with, its rules as it applies to them. In this section, we report on some
recent privacy and data protection decisions of note.

(Australia) Police raids
on media denounced as
intimidation

A subsequent statement by the
ABC’s chair, Ita Buttrose, said the
raids were ‘designed to intimidate’
and warned the government she
would fight ‘any attempts to muzzle’
the broadcaster.
n The Australian media world has
The raid on the home of the
been rocked by police action against
political editor of The Sunday Teleboth national broadcaster the ABC
graph related to a 2018 story on an
and a journalist at Sydney’s Sunday
alleged secret government proposal
Telegraph newspaper.
to spy on Australian citizens, which
The ABC’s headquarters were
is currently unlawful.
raided by the Australian Federal
The journalist was served a warrant
Police, which had obtained a warrant
to search her Canberra home, phone
naming individual journalists, on 5
and computer 14 months after she
June, the day after the AFP raided the
published the story, and the AFP spent
home of the journalist at the News
almost eight hours at her home.
Corp publication.
The raid was widely condemned,
In an immediate statement the
and the opposition Labor party has
ABC MD, David Anderson, said the
demanded a parliamentary inquiry
raid was ‘highly unusual’.
into press freedom in response to both
‘This is a serious development
police actions.
and raises legitimate concerns over
While the police and regufreedom of the press and
latory bodies such as the
proper public scruIn
Information Commistiny of national
contrast
sioner’s Office have
security
and
powers to carry out
defence matters,’
to Australia,
raids of this kind in
Anderson added.
journalists in this
this country, which
‘The ABC stands
could in theory be
by its journalcountry enjoy
exercised
against
ists, will protect
a range of
the media, they are
its sources and
rarely used.
continue to report
protections
ICO
enforcement
without fear or favour
officers raided the London
on national security and
offices of data analytics company
intelligence issues when there is a
Cambridge Analytica in 2018, as part
clear public interest.’
of an investigation into the use of
The AFP said it was investigating
personal data and analytics for polit‘allegations of publishing classified
ical purposes.
material, contrary to provisions of the
The police has in the past sought
Crimes Act’.
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court orders under the Official
Secrets Act 1989 as part of efforts
to make journalists disclose their
sources, for example as part of
investigations into the News of the
World phone-hacking scandal.
In contrast to Australia, journalists in this country enjoy a range of
protections in relation to their dealings with sources, both under acts of
Parliament such as the Contempt of
Court Act 1981 and the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act 1984, and
under the European Convention on
Human Rights.
There would usually be a chance to
argue over the disclosure of information before a judge ahead of any raid
taking place.

FTC imposes $5 billion fine
on Facebook
n The US Federal Trade Commission has ordered Facebook to pay a
$5 billion fine, and submit to new
restrictions and a modified corporate
structure. This follows the charge that
Facebook deceived users about their
ability to safeguard the privacy of
their personal information.
The penalty is the largest ever
imposed on any company for violating
consumers’ privacy and almost 20
times greater than the largest privacy
or data security penalty ever previously
imposed worldwide. FTC chairman
Joe Simons stated: ‘Despite repeated
promises to its billions of users worldwide that they could control how their
personal information is shared, Facebook undermined consumers’ choices.’
The FTC reported that more than 185
million people in the United States
and Canada use Facebook on a daily
basis, and that Facebook monetises
user information through targeted
advertising, making $55.8 billion in
revenue in 2018.
To prevent Facebook from
deceiving its users about privacy in the
future, the FTC has determined that
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MARK ZUCKERBERG’S FACEBOOK FINED $5 BILLION

processed the personal information of
the company must boost the transparusers unfairly by allowing developers
ency of its decision-making and have
access to their information without
overlapping channels of compliance.
sufficiently clear and informed
Facebook’s new privacy procedures
consent, and allowing access even
will also cover WhatsApp and Instaif users had not downloaded an app,
gram. Facebook will have to conduct
but were simply ‘friends’
a privacy review of every new
with people who had. It
or modified product and
The
was a subset of this
document its decinews media
data that was later
sions about user
shared with the
privacy.
has seen the ability
parent company
The
order
to report on ongoing
of Cambridge
also
requires
Analytica,
Facebook
to
investigations prior
the
company
disclose
any
to arrest or charge
involved
in
incidents where
US
political
500 or more
curtailed by the Cliff
campaigning
users’ data is
Richard/BBC
and unlawful data
compromised and
case
harvesting. The fine was
deliver this information
the maximum allowed at
to the FTC within 30 days.
the time under the old Data ProtecThis ground-breaking fine follows
tion Act 1998. This legislation has
the £500,000 penalty ordered by the
now been replaced by the Data ProtecInformation Commissioner’s Office
tion Act 2018, and fines of up to £17
against Facebook in 2018 for failing to
million or 4% of global turnover can
protect user data. The ICO found that
now be imposed by the ICO.
between 2007 and 2014, Facebook

Permission to appeal
granted in privacy claim
against news media
n The Court of Appeal has given
permission to news organisation
Bloomberg to appeal a finding that
one of its articles was a misuse of
private information.
The trial judge found that an article
about a fraud, bribery and corruption investigation into the claimant,
‘ZXC’, at a time when he had not been
charged with any offence, amounted to
an infringement of his privacy rights.
ZXC’s claim related to the
reporting of allegations that a businessman had been the subject of an
investigation by a UK law enforcement body.
Bloomberg’s article had recounted
leaked allegations of corruption and
fraud taken from a letter of request
for mutual legal assistance sent by the
law enforcement body in question to a
foreign government.
The letter made clear it contained
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highly confidential information, and
that the claimant had not been charged
with any offences.
Prior to the trial, the court had
refused an interim injunction, in part
because the judge understood that the
article had prompted no adverse reaction from the law enforcement body.
This was not the case: the law
enforcement body had expressed
concerns, including that publication
might pose a risk to the investigation,
and had sought further information
about what the article would say prior
to publication, which Bloomberg had
not provided.
Bloomberg had also failed to make
clear to the court that the journalist
had not only seen a copy of the letter,
but had retained a copy of it, which
was not disclosed until much later.
The judge found the claimant had
a reasonable expectation of privacy
in the investigation and that, while
the subject matter of the article was
clearly of public interest, that did not
justify the disclosure of the claimant’s
private information.
The claimant was awarded £25,000
damages and granted an injunction.
Bloomberg has been given permission to appeal a number of the judge’s
findings, including that generally,
prior to being charged, a person under
criminal investigation has a reasonable
expectation of privacy in information
relating to the investigation.
This point is an important one for
the news media, which has seen the
ability to report on ongoing investigations prior to arrest or charge curtailed
by the Cliff Richard/BBC case, as well
as by this decision.

Heather Mills settles
phone-hacking claim
n Heather Mills, campaigner and
former wife of Paul McCartney, has
settled her phone-hacking claim
against News Group Newspapers,
publishers of The Sun and the now28 | zoom-in Autumn 2019
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PRIVACY & DATA PROTECTION

MILLS: SETTLED

defunct News of the World. Mills
received a ‘substantial’ sum.
The claim was settled on the basis
that News Group made no admissions
of liability about any phone hacking
taking place at The Sun. The group
admits that phone hacking took place
at the paper’s former Sunday sister
paper, the News of the World, which
closed in 2011. News Group offered an
apology to Mills and her sister Fiona.
In a statement, Mills said she felt
‘joy and vindication’, and that she and
her sister had experienced ‘strange
activity’ with their phones, journalists appearing unexpectedly, and
stories about them being published
in newspapers without any identifi-

able source. She said the stories had
caused suspicion that someone was
selling stories to the media and had
had a detrimental impact on her
personal life, with her campaigning
work also suffering.
Mills referred to having received
the ‘highest media libel settlement
in British legal history’, although
in fact her claim was in privacy, not
libel, and the amount of the settlement has not been made public.
The settlement is the latest in a
long series of settlements by News
Group, with celebrities including
Elton John, David Tennant, Elizabeth Hurley, Hugh Grant and Charlotte Church.

CONTEMPT & REPORTING RESTRICTIONS
Robinson
also
admitted
contempt
of
court
in
relation
The law of contempt makes it a criminal offence for the media
to a separate incident at Canterbury
to publish or broadcast comments or information that creates
Crown Court in early May 2017,
a substantial risk of serious prejudice to active UK legal
for which he received a suspended
proceedings, in particular criminal proceedings heard before
sentence.
juries. Penalties for contempt can be serious: fines, even
The case related to a trial in
which a number of men were
imprisonment. Many activities are capable of amounting to a
accused of (and ultimately convicted
contempt, including: publishing seriously prejudicial material;
of) sexual exploitation of girls and
obtaining or publishing details of jury deliberations; breaching
young women in the Huddersfield
reporting restrictions or a specific court order; making payments
area. Robinson live-streamed on
to witnesses; filming or recording inside court buildings without
Facebook from outside the trial at
permission; and publishing information obtained from confidential
Leeds Crown Court, on a morning
when the jury were out considering
court documents in both civil and criminal proceedings.
their verdict. The live stream was
viewed over 250,000 times.
In
the
live-stream
the
second
time
he
has
Tommy Robinson given
video,
Robinson
been found guilty
The court
prison sentence
discussed the trial
of contempt in
and aggressively
relation to this
affirmed that
confronted the
incident,
his
n Former EDL leader Tommy
contempt laws are
defendants on
first
convicRobinson has been sentenced to nine
compliant
with
Article
their way into
tion
having
months imprisonment for contempt
court,
asking
been overturned
of court, with his sentence to be
10 of the European
questions such
as the Court of
reduced to take into account time
Convention on
as ‘You got your
Appeal found that
he has already served in jail.
prison
bag with
the correct proceRobinson, real name Stephen
Human Rights
you?’, and encourdure had not been
Yaxley-Lennon, was found guilty
aged viewers to harass a
followed.
of three types of contempt. This is

‘Released under investigation’ cases still active
released ‘under investigation’ rather than on bail
Where an individual who has been arrested by the
since a 28-day time limit on police bail was intropolice is released ‘under investigation’, the case
duced in 2017. Many have criticised the way
remains active for the purposes of strict liability
police use ‘released under investigation’
contempt until they are told in writing that
for long periods, saying it leaves indithe investigation is being discontinued.
The strict
viduals in limbo in the same way as
It is contempt of court under
being released on police bail for an
the strict liability rule to publish
liability rule
extended period had prior to the
material that creates a substanapplies whether the introduction of the time limit. This
tial risk of serious prejudice to
active proceedings. Proceedings
person is released on was one of the reasons a time limit
was introduced, as some had been
become active when a person is
police
bail
or
‘under
left on bail for many months.
arrested and continue to be active
For those reporting on cases after
throughout an investigation and
investigation’
an arrest has been made, it is important
prosecution until the end of a trial or
to remember that the strict liability rule
the case is discontinued.
applies whether the person is released on
Where individuals are released on police
police bail or ‘under investigation’. If a case has been
bail, proceedings had previously always remained
dormant for some time, it will be necessary to check
active – however, in February 2018 the law was
whether the case has been discontinued, or whether
changed without the media being consulted to extend
the person remains ‘under investigation’ in order to
that protection to those released ‘under investigation’.
assess the potential contempt of court risks.
There has been a substantial increase in those
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ROBINSON: JAILED

the related trials. The first form of
defendant: ‘You want to harass somecontempt was a breach of this reporting
one’s family? You see that man who
restriction.
was getting aggressive as he walked
The second form of contempt
into court, the man who
was that the publication
faces charges of child
of the video created
abduction,
rape,
a substantial risk
prostitution
–
The judge said
that the course
harass him, find
of the trial and
him, go knock
‘nothing less than a
related
trials
on his door,
custodial penalty would would be serifollow him,
ously impeded.
see where he
properly reflect the
This is the strict
works
and
gravity of the conduct
liability
rule,
what
he’s
which
applies
doing.
You
we have identified’
whenever proceedwant to stick
ings are active. The
pictures online and
court found there was
call people and slander
a real risk of harassment of
people, how about you do it
defendants and that the defendants
to them?’
would feel intimidated such that this
The trial was the second of three
would have a significant impact on
related trials, and there was a reporting
their ability to participate in the trial.
restriction in place postponing the
The third form of contempt was
reporting of the trial until after its
interference with the administration
conclusion and the conclusion of
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of justice, by confronting some of the
defendants aggressively as they arrived
at court, and openly filming. Robinson
was found to have filmed within the
‘precincts’ of Leeds Crown Court –
such filming is prohibited by law. The
filming was not akin to a tourist taking
a photograph in a court building in
ignorance of the prohibition: rather, its
nature was so serious that it amounted
to contempt of court.
Although the men in the Leeds
trial were convicted, defence lawyers
had sought to have the jury discharged
after the incident, and one of the
men had sought permission to appeal
his conviction, on the grounds that
both the live stream and the protests
relating to Robinson being imprisoned
for contempt had prejudiced his trial.
Both applications were refused.
The court rejected Robinson’s
claim that this was an interference
with his freedom of speech, affirming
that contempt laws are compliant with
Article 10 of the European Convention
on Human Rights. They are lawful
restrictions carefully designed to
protect fair trial rights.
Robinson has claimed that he
has been jailed for ‘journalism’,
and his supporters reacted angrily,
with confrontations with the police
outside court.
In sentencing, the judge said
‘nothing less than a custodial penalty
would properly reflect the gravity of
the conduct we have identified’, and
went on to say that Robinson had ‘lied
about a number of matters, and sought
to portray himself as the victim of
unfairness and oppression’.

Teen killer identified after
judge lifts restrictions
n Reporting restrictions protecting
the identity of defendants under 18
have been lifted to enable the public to
know the identity of a 17-year-old boy
who raped and murdered a 14-year-old
girl. Ayman Aziz contacted Viktorija

Wixted admitted contempt of court
Sokolova online and lured her to a
over the breach of a 2001 injunction
Wolverhampton park, where he beat
which bans the publication of anything
and raped her before abandoning her
purporting to reveal the identities,
body on a bench. After being found
appearance or whereabouts of Venables
guilty of her murder, he was given a
and Robert Thompson, who murdered
life sentence and ordered to serve at
the two-year-old in February 1993.
least 19 years in prison.
They have been living anonySection 45 of the Youth Justice and
mously with new identities since being
Criminal Evidence Act 1999 enables
released from a life sentence for the
criminal courts to provide anonymity
kidnap, torture and murder of James
for a juvenile who is a defendant,
when they were aged 10.
witness or victim. The protection
Sentencing Wixted at the High
awarded by section 45 lapses when
Court Lord Justice Bean, sitting with
the youth turns 18. It was argued by
Mr Justice Jeremy Baker, said: “Save in
media organisations that the restricexceptional circumstances, a deliberate
tions should be lifted because they
breach of this injunction should result
would only protect Aziz for a further
in immediate custody.
few months, because naming
“That is so not only
him would act as a deterbecause breaches pose
rent, and because
a substantial risk
there was a strong
The Youth
to Venables or
public interest
Justice and
Thompson, but
in
knowing
also because
who
had
Criminal Evidence
they pose a
committed
Act enables courts to
substantial
such a violent
risk to innoattack. Aziz’s
provide anonymity for
cent members
l a w y e r s
a juvenile who is a
of the public
argued that
who
might
his rehabilitadefendant, witness
be
mistaken
tion would be
or victim
for Venables, as
affected if he were
occurred in 2010.”
identified.
“There is in our view
The judges accepted
nothing exceptional about this case.”
the media’s arguments and lifted the
Wixted is believed to be the fourth
restriction, enabling Aziz’s name and
individual to be sentenced in 2019 for
photograph to be shown across the
breaching the injunction protecting
media.
Venables and Thompson.
Actress Tina Malone was given an
Man jailed for nine
eight-month suspended sentence in
March for sharing a post on Facebook
months for breaching Jon
in February 2018 which purportedly
Venables injunction
included an image and the new name
of Venables.
n A man who tweeted a photo said
In January, two people narrowly
to show one of James Bulger’s killers
avoided jail after sharing information
has been jailed for nine months.
also said to be about Venables. Lord
Anthony John Wixted breached a
Burnett, the Lord Chief Justice, said
worldwide ban on revealing Jon Venathat, were it not for their personal
bles’ identity by posting the picture,
circumstances, they would have
as well as an alias purportedly used by
been sent to prison immediately for
Venables and the prison in which he
“serious” breaches of the injunction.
was allegedly being held.

continued from page 17
property, production fee and net profit)
of production, and are taking all creative decisions jointly. Alternatively, a
co-production deal can take the form
of a non-equal partnership, with one
company being the lead producer,
signing all commissioning, finance
and distribution agreements as the sole
production entity, and taking on all
the burden and benefit of production,
with creative decisions being taken
jointly or in consultation with the
minor partner. In these circumstances,
the lead producer will expect to take
the lion’s share of the production fee or
all of it, and of net profit.
If the concept owner doesn’t
have a company and has no ambitions to expand into production, it is
usual that the production company
produces the programmes based on
the concept, and the individual has
a guaranteed right to work on the
programmes and future series in some
capacity in return for a fee from the
budget, and possibly also has an executive producer role, recoupment from
the budget of historical development
costs, and a small share of net profit.
If the individual does have a company,
they may receive an ‘in association
with’ production credit.
When parties to such deals are
considering what to ask for/what
initial offer to make, they should
consider various factors: how much
work the individual has put into the
concept and how much further work
is required to get it into shape, so it
is suitable for pitching to prospective broadcasters/financiers; whether
the individual has talent attached
or is, in fact, him/herself on-screen
talent; whether the concept already
has exclusive access or some other
key element of production already
attached; and whether the individual
already has interest from a broadcaster.
For concepts that already have broadcaster interest, the concept owner is
in a strong position to negotiate their
deal with the production company.
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ABOUT ABBAS MEDIA LAW
We are specialists on all
aspects of UK law and
regulation affecting the
television, film, advertising
and publishing industries.
We advise before publication and broadcast, working with
creatives to minimise legal and regulatory risk, and following
publication and broadcast, defending content when it and
its producers come under attack. We work with many of the
country’s leading content producers.
Content Advice
Abbas Media Law boasts some of the most experienced
content advisers in the country. We work on the most
exciting and challenging factual programmes; news; films
and dramas; and all kinds of entertainment and comedy
programmes. Nigel Abbas is the primary author of Channel
4’s Producers’ Handbook, a comprehensive guide to best
practice, regulation and the law as they apply to the making
and broadcasting of programmes.

Training for producers
AML conducts training for those working in television
production. We prepare and deliver bespoke training
programmes for clients, or producers can avail themselves of
AML’s regular training programme.
This year we have conducted a variety of talks for producers
on legal and compliance issues, including data protection,
copyright, true crime, blue-light shows and the many and varied
issues that can arise in access-based programmes.
For further information about the training AML offers, and to find
out more about scheduled talks and masterclasses near you,
email info@abbasmedialaw.com
The Team
Nigel Abbas Founder
Nigel is a barrister with over 20 years’ experience
advising the media and entertainment industries.
Clare Hoban Senior Lawyer
A highly experienced media lawyer, Clare joined AML
in January 2016 after 11 years at the BBC.

Business Affairs & Rights
We advise clients on all aspects of business affairs, chain of
title and rights issues, in connection with the television, film,
advertising and publishing industries. We advise on dealmaking, draft and negotiate all types of agreements, and can
answer all your day-to-day queries. See page 16.

Jenny Spearing Senior Business Affairs Adviser
Jenny is a business affairs expert with nearly 20 years’
experience in television production.

Legal and Regulatory Threats, and Litigation
We regularly represent clients when legal and regulatory
threats are made against programmes and other content,
both before and after publication. We represent clients in
most areas of litigation affecting the media, advising on
strategy, tactics, drafting of pleadings and advocacy.

Lucy Chisholm Batten Trainee Solicitor
Lucy began her training contract in September 2018 having
worked as a Paralegal for Abbas Media Law since 2017.

SUBSCRIBE
zoom-in – media law and compliance news,
updates and analysis for those working in the
media and entertainment industries.
Be informed about the important legal
and compliance issues affecting your
business or profession.
Visit abbasmedialaw.com to get free magazine
issues delivered straight to your inbox.
To receive a printed copy email
info@abbasmedialaw.com
abbasmedialaw.com

Paul Schaefer Lawyer
Paul is an experienced media lawyer, having worked as
in-house counsel for newspapers and broadcasters.

Jan Tomalin Consultant
Over the last 30 years, Jan has advised on an enormous
number of television programmes, across all genres.

